Software Developer

Numerica Corporation's I2S (Interactive Intelligence Systems) division is building next-generation analytical tools for law enforcement and intelligence customers. We are looking for a Javascript front-end/UI developer to support ongoing development of our user interfaces. Come help us build the tools that keep your friends, neighbors, and communities safe!

Responsibilities:
• Design easy to use but powerful user interface elements for public safety customers.
• Develop front-end client application code in JavaScript (AngularJS), HTML, and CSS.
• Work in a collaborative, close-knit, fast-moving development and operations team.

Qualifications:
• Three (3) or more years of professional experience writing JavaScript applications.
• Demonstrable experience and fluency with AngularJS, Backbone.js, Ember.js, or similar frameworks.
• Strong expertise with HTML, CSS, and writing cross-browser compatible code.
• Some demonstrable experience and enthusiasm for writing applications in Node.js.
• Some experience with alternative data stores (e.g. NoSQL).
• Solid written and verbal communication skills.
• B.S. degree in Computer Science, a related field, or equivalent experience.

Due to the security requirements of this position, candidates for this position must be a U.S. Citizen or Permanent Resident and successfully pass a criminal background check.

Numerica is an equal opportunity employer.

Interested applicants may apply directly to this position online at www.numerica.us/careers